We propose a perception-based medial point description of a natural form (2D: static or in articulated movement) as a framework for a shape representation which can then be efficiently used in biological species identification and matching tasks. Medialness is defined by adapting and refining a definition first proposed in the cognitive science literature when studying the visual attention of human subjects presented with articulated biological 2D forms in movement, such as horses, dogs and humans (walking, running). In particular, special loci of high medialness for the interior of a form in movement, referred to as "hot spots", prove most attractive to the human perceptual system. We propose an algorithmic process to identify such hot spots. In this article we distinguish exterior from interior shape representation. We further augment hot spots with extremities of medialness ridges identifying significant concavities (from outside) and convexities (from inside). Our representation is strongly footed in results from cognitive psychology, but also inspired by know-how in art and animation, and the algorithmic part is influenced by techniques from more traditional computer vision. A robust shape matching algorithm is designed that finds the most relevant targets from a database of templates by comparing feature points in a scale, rotation and translation invariant way. The performance of our method has been tested on several databases. The robustness of the algorithm is further tested by perturbing the data-set at different levels.
Introduction
In this communication we describe our proposed 2D shape representation for biological objects (animals and plants) which is informed by results and techniques from artistic rendering and animation, cognitive psychology, as well as computer vision ( Fig. 1(h) ). An artist will often draw different poses of an animal in movement by using various combinations of primitive structures of different sizes (e.g. approximate disks of various radii, Fig. 1(a) ), a technique referred to as "geometric drawing" [49] . Different body movements are characterised by a particular orientation and combination of these primitives. Each body part can be fleshed out and refined in successive sketches [34, 49] . Such sketches of characters can then be directed using the Line of Action technique from animation: a single curve running through the "middle" of the character, which represents an overall force and direction of movement for the character [10, 17] . From the point of view of psychophysical investigations on the perception of shape movements by humans, Kovács et al. have shown that such articulated movements of a biological character can be best captured via a minimal set of dominant features, potentially being represented as isolated points or "hot spots" [24, 25] . corresponding segmented and binarised image; (c) classic internal medial-axis approximation; (d) external medial-axis; (e) 2D shock graph; (f) proposed interior medialness map; (g) recovered concave (blue dots) and convex (red dots) points, and (h) final dominant (medial) point set (in green for internal ones, in blue for external/concave ones, and in red for convex points) obtained via our method Inspired by these two approaches to the perception of natural 2D articulated movements, we have investigated a possible scheme based on the notion of robust medialness presented by Kovács et al. that can efficiently capture the important structural part-based information commonly used in artistic drawings and animations. While in the papers by Kovács et al. a mathematical model of medialness approximating humans perceptual attention is presented, no algorithmic chain is proposed to retrieve feature points. One of our contributions is to precisely propose such an algorithmic chain. We further modify their definition of medialness by introducing orientation to the bounding contour points to reduce halo effects from nearby contour elements constitutive of separate object parts. We also augment (interior) hot spots as proposed by Kovács with significant concave and convex points by locating these at the ends of medialness ridges. This permits us to tie medialness with the "codon" theory of Hoffman, Richards and others, proposed in the 1980's as potent object part separators [43] and often used to characterise shape complexity [20] or in scale-space analyses of contours [36] .
Shape representation towards matching has been addressed in many ways by computer scientists in recent years, including by directly characterising and grouping contour points [33, 54] , by classical contour analysis [6, 12, 27, 50] , by computing local contour-based "contexts" [5, 42, 45, 55, 56] , 1 using instead the inner distance to compute contexts invariant to planar articulations and similar deformations [19, 32] , using Blum's medial axis transform and its related shock graph to combine geometry and topology with contour and interior symmetries [8, 23] , or combining explicitly contour and medial axis (aka "skeleton") [3, 29, 56] (some of the main medial representations are illustrated in Fig. 1 , including our proposed method). Other classical approaches emphasise either boundary information (e.g. Fourier, wavelet and scale-space analysis of closed contours) or interior information (e.g. primitive retro-fitting or approximations including medial-reps and cores) [36, 40] . 2 In morphometrics applied to biological data, landmarks -i.e. an organism-specific characteristic of a morphological sub-part and consisting of a number of feature points, such as the apex, lobes, teeth, veins junctions, insertion point, petiole, when considering a plant leaf -are used to compare various specimens, where the main practical difficulty remains the automatic extraction of such features [13] .
Early computer vision methods related to our approach are "contour enclosure-based symmetries" [21] and "medial point transform" [40, 52] , which compute similar (robust) medialness maps, but stop short of applying these to the retrieval of dominant points and their use in shape matching. More recent and also related to our approach is the combined contour and medial axis feature points representation of Shen et al. build a feature vector for later retrieval tasks [48] . Both the contour and the skeletal graph are segmented 1 A "shape context" is defined centered at each feature contour point, by seeking within a circular polar grid proximal contour neighbors and creating a descriptive histogram from orientation-labeled bins [5] . It represents a discrete approximation of relative contour similarity where a region of influence for each considered feature contour point is being evaluated. 2 Medial-reps or M-reps, previously referred to as cores, are a discrete alternative to Blum's medial axis, developed by Stephen Pizer and his collaborators, where medial atoms (loci) are selected in a sparse sampling of a main or long medial axis and linked to the object boundary via spokes normal to that boundary at their attachment points [40] . Such a sparse connected representation of medialness is well adapted to elongated forms, such as found in medical imaging, when modeling various body tissues [41] . This approach is model based, where a sparse connected skeletal grid is retro-fitted to the outline of an object segmented in an image (in 2D or 3D). Fig. 2 ] with permission from the lead author: the D function for a simple shape defined as an accumulation of curve segments falling inside the annulus neighborhood of thickness (thick boundary segments within the gray ring) centered around the circle (with center p). M(p) is taken as the minimum radial distance from point p to the nearest contour point in fragments and each such fragment is then used to produce a representative "point" for the feature vector. 3 This approach remains traditional in spirit as it depends on well defined (thin) contours and skeletal graphs.
The general approach to matching is then to find good ways to put in correspondence the whole shape representation from a query with an equivalent complete shape representation of a target object (e.g. extracting a skeleton from a segmented image and defining a process to match it with another skeleton description in the database). We propose instead to define an efficient medialness-based representation which remains discrete (point-based), is (at least approximately) invariant to scaling, rotations and translations, and can be the basis of a feature vector map for efficient query-target matching tasks as produced in the discipline of Information Retrieval. Note that we do not require to have a complete object segmented and thus will also address partial shape matching. Note also that most of the well established shape-based approaches do not consider deformations and articulated movements, while we do [16, 19] . Contrary to traditional skeletal-based representations, ours is not overly sensitive to small boundary deformations and furthermore gives high response in those regions where the object has high curvature with large boundary support and in the vicinity of joints (between well-delineated parts, such as the limbs of an animal).
Medialness measure via oriented boundary
According to Kovács et al. , the definition of medialness of a point in the image space is given by the accumulation of sets of boundary segments falling into an annulus of thickness parameterised by the tolerance value ( ) and with interior radius taken as the minimum radial distance of a point from boundary [25] (Fig. 2) . Medialness hence defined maps an image (of the interior of an object) to a grey level 2D map where greyness is a direct measure of accumulated medialness measure for each point of the original image under consideration. One can think of such a map as a landscape with peaks and pits, ridges and valleys (i.e. a 2D set function). A "dominant point" for this medialness map then intuitively corresponds to a well localised peak.
In order to implement this notion of medialness we first need to characterise the D medialness measure. This is a sampling function constrained to annular sectors. Given a minimum radius function R(p) with center locus p which defines the interior shell of the annulus, and R max (p) = R(p) + the exterior shell, a given sector S i is specified by an angular opening θ i (in radians) with bounding segments defined by the intercepts t i and t i+1 . The area of the sector is then: A i = θ i (R + 0.5 ) × . In practice the intercepts bounding a sector [t i , t i+1 ] are given by the extremal points of contour or edge segments entering and exiting the annulus, i.e. crossing either of its interior or exterior shells (Fig. 2 ). The medialness measure is then taken as a sampling over the sum of two or more annular sectors containing boundary information (i.e. with contour or edge segments); what is actually measured in each sector is application dependent; in our case one can count the amount of boundary information present in each sector, e.g. the number of edge pixels. or the contour segment length or, a binary counter for fixed-length elementary sub-sectors (or bins for fixed sub-tended elementary angular steps, δθ), or even as the area of the sector, A i .
We denote the measure taken over an annular sector S i : S i . Then, we can express the medialness measure first proposed by Kovács et al. in a general form as:
This formulation implies that at least two separate annular sectors are traversed by boundary information. Notice that when the tolerance value reduces to zero, D reduces to a maximal inscribed disk and leads to the traditional medial axis graph measure.
One noticeable drawback of this definition when seeking to retrieve dominant points is that it does not make a distinction with neighboring boundary segments part of separate object parts and which ought not to be considered in the support annular zones; e.g. this may be the case with the fingers of one's hand when these are kept near each other (Fig. 3) . That Kovács et al. Bottom : the result of our proposed method which takes into account orientation at the boundary (D * ). In computing D , the medialness at a point p may take support from neighboring fingers (their boundary information), while when using the proposed D * such extraneous information can be discarded using a simple scalar product of a vector locally pointing towards the interior of the figure (here the fingers) with its associated vector pointing towards the center of the annulus gauge is, by introducing a boundary information catchment area (via the tolerance annular width, ), we loose the implicit property of a maximal disk being inscribed (to one object's interior part). In Fig. 3 (top) the medialness mapping has been performed using Kovács' original method where the medialness of each finger also is influenced by neighboring fingers and result into extra information being added creating a typical "halo" effect in the vicinity of ridges (shown in dark grey in our results).
This imprecision in D can be remedied by introducing a measure of orientation at boundary points when assuming figure-ground segmentation (i.e. when knowing the interior versus the exterior of an object); we propose to use such information (e.g. when obtained from a classic gradient boundary filter) to modify the medialness function, resulting in D * ( (3), derived in the following sub-section). This not only reduces the impact of neighboring parts on medialness measurements, but also emphasize the sharpness of medialness at the tips of ridges (Fig. 3) , which proves helpful in practice to locate convex and concave features points as will become clearer below.
On completion of medialness measurements, each pixel in the transformed image space holds a local shape information (of accumulated medialness). When assuming figureground separation, thickness variations, bulges and necks of an object are captured via interior medialness measurement. In the work of Kovács et al. it is shown that humans are most sensitive to a small number of localised areas of medialness which coarsely (by visual inspection) correspond to joints for animated bodies [24, 25] . Our equivalent (extended) notion is defined as dominant points and can be applied to any objects, animated or not. Dominant points are constrained to be a relatively small number of points of high medialness obtained by filtering out the less informative, redundant and noisy data from the initial medialness image space. In distinction to Kovács et al. we compute medialness both for the figure (interior) and the ground (exterior) as we seek to also characterise concavities of an object.
To identify dominant points a morphological top-hat transform [53] is applied to isolate ridges and their peaks in the medialness 2D function. Ridges are filtered using an empirically derived threshold. 4 The selected ridges are then locally characterised by isolated representative points associated to peaks in the ridge data. To avoid considering large numbers of nearby isolated peaks which are characteristic of elongated object parts or parts with many small deformations, only peaks at a given minimum distance away from each other are retained. The extraction process of external dominant points is achieved by combining a concavity measure at the tip of medialness ridges together with a length of support on the associated contour segments. Again, a spatially localised filtering is applied to isolate representative dominant points. The set of convex points is similarly extracted. The details of the recovery of the three types of selected points is given in Section 3.
Together, the three types of selected dominant points are then considered as the representative feature points of the shape. Our matching algorithm (detailed in Section 4) is designed in such a way that it first compares internal dominant points of a query object with internal representative dominant points of target shapes in a database. External concave points are then similarly processed and convex points are used in a final refinement step. The matching algorithm first analyses the amount of scale, rotation and translation of the query w.r.t. the target image. These values are then applied over the query image to find the best possible matching location in the target image. We next provide the details of the various stages of computation. 
Medialness for oriented boundary segments
We define the computation of 2D medialness (modifying Kovacs et al.'s original definition [25] ) by introducing orientation to each considered object boundary pixels. The orientation of a boundary pixel is given by a vector − → v with respect to a positively oriented horizontal X-axis. Given a pixel p, a set of 8-neighbor pixels {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p 8 } and a set of vectors (Fig. 4) , then − → v is defined as (the vector sum):
The medialness gauge at a point p is defined similarly to D by adding an orientation constraint such that only those boundary loci which are pointing inward (with respect to the figure) are considered for evaluation ( Fig. 5 ):
for 
is the orientation of the line joining b(t) to p. 5 The metric R(p) (minimum radial distance to the interior annular shell) is taken as the smallest available distance between p and a bounding contour element:
In Fig. 6 the medialness measurement is performed on a sea-horse profile illustrating the evolution in interior medialness measures when varying the value of tolerance ( ), which reflects a smoothing effect: i.e. as the tolerance increases, medial symmetries with smaller boundary support are averaged out in favor of larger scale ones -their associated ridges become more dominant (Fig. 7) . 6 
Adaptive tolerance ( ) as a function of the minimum radial distance (R(p))
The medialness measure of a point p varies with the two parameters: R(p) and , where R(p) is the minimum radial distance between p and the bounding contour, and is the width of the annulus region (capturing object trace or boundary information). Any boundary point b falling inside this annulus which satisfies the (orientation) condition of (3) is added in support for medialness at p. We can think of the width of the annulus as dictated by as an equivalent to a scaling parameter: the larger the width, the more averaging of nearby contour information is considered. How to set the tolerance in order to have desirable scaling properties thus needs to be addressed.
First notice that as the minimum radius value R(p) augments, it is useful to augment the corresponding value of so as to filter away noisy variations in what is an increasing part of 5 The non-negativeness (of the scalar product − → v b · − −− → v (b,p) ) is used to rule out boundary pixels which are oriented away from the given annulus centre. We do not consider the geometry (differential continuity) of a contour other than provided by that gradient orientation. NB: this criterion is efficient if we have reliable figureground information. This is a limit of the modified gauge D * ; however we can always fall back on the original gauge D if object segmentation is not reliable. 6 The tolerance value ( ) is currently set as the elementary pixel size (and so is related to the resolution used). a lower curvature (flatter) set of boundary segments. On the other hand, for smaller values of R(p) we should use a smaller width in order to more accurately capture the augmenting local boundary curvature variations. Furthermore, when considering the tip of sharp fine elongated limbs, e.g. the end of fingers, a decreasing value of is also beneficial in practice to avoid blurring the corresponding centre of curvature locus. We have therefore studied various ways to set automatically an augmenting value of the tolerance as the minimum radius value R(p) is increased. The obvious first choice is to use a simple linear relation, such as: p = (R(p) + 1)/a(a > 1), but we have observed in practice that this leads to rapidly increasing averaging effects which generate overly thick ridge traces or generate ridge doubling (alike the halo effect when using D ). To overcome this effect, we select as a logarithmic function of R(p) (Fig. 8) :
Having selected to be adaptive as a logarithmic function of R(p), the next step is to define a useful logarithmic base. When such a base has a large value it produces very sharp medialness for large radii values response but can emphasise noisy responses. This can be intuitively understood since a relatively large base makes the medialness measure become more and more like a traditional medial axis transform as the relative width of the annulus region becomes smaller and smaller in comparison to R(p) for increasing radii. Setting the logarithmic base to a relatively low value (i.e. nearer unity) gives smoother responses, which can augment considerably the halo effect as with a linear function (Fig. 9, first two rows) . By empirical investigation we have observed that a good compromise can be obtained for bases with values in the range of [1.4, 2]. For our reported results we use a logarithmic base of 1.5.
Feature extraction
Medialness measurement is currently done separately for internal and external regions and takes advantage of the perceptual figure-ground dichotomy known to be a powerful perceptual cue in humans [2, 28] . This also enables our method to consider more easily articulated objects as potential targets in pattern recognition tasks. On the other hand it requires that some good image segmentation is available prior to initiating our medialness Comparing internal medialness measure different adaptive tolerance levels set as logarithmic functions of R(p). We illustrate from left to right how augmenting the logarithmic base impacts the resulting medialness map (2nd row) and associated ridge traces retrieved by applying a morphological hat transform (3rd bottom row). Note that for a base nearer unity, the medialness response suffers more from halo effects making dominant points more difficult to localise, while higher values of the base augments sharpness of the results but also emphasise noisier, less significant (with small support) boundary features computations. 7 Under these constraints we can now detail how feature points can be retrieved from the medialness map D * .
Internal dominant points
Medialness increases with blackness in our transformed images (used as a means of visualisation of medialness). To select points of internal dominance, a black top-hat transform is applied, resulting in a series of dark black areas which typically correspond to peaks, ridges and passes of the medialness map when considered as a height field. The black top-hat transform is defined as the difference of the morphological closing of an input function by a flat structural element (a disk with radius as single parameter). Closing is a set operator on functions which removes small holes from the foreground of an image, placing them in the background (augmenting the local function set values) [14, 47, 53 ]. This filtering is followed by a thresholding to discard remaining areas of relatively low medialness significance. Figures 9 (bottom row) and 10b show the result obtained after applying the black top-hat transform on a medialness map.
We still require to process further the output of the top-hat transform to isolate the most dominant points amongst the remaining selected medialness loci. We also consider the cases where the resulting ridges are more like plateaus and thus rather flat at their top. In order to identify isolated representative dominant points for such plateaus we pull-up such flatten regions and map the central locus of a plateau to the highest local peak value (Fig. 11) . A simple way to achieve this result is to locally modify the value of medialness at each filtered point of the top-hat image to ensure a non-flat "response-value" (ψ (p)):
To provide some control of the possible clustering of dominant points, a flat circular structuring element of radius p (but of at least 2 pixels in width) is also applied over the output of a top-hat transform to pick-up maxima. We also impose that no remaining points of locally maximised medialness are too close to each other; this is currently implemented by imposing a minimum distance of length 2 p taken between any pair of selected points. An example of applying these steps to identify interior dominant points in medialness is given in Fig. 10 (c) .
External concave points
In practice, if an object can be deformed or is articulated, salient concavities can be identified in association to those deforming or moving areas (such as for joints of a human body). Considering this empirical observation, the location of an external dominant point can be made invariant to this deformation/articulation only up to a certain extent. For example, if (c) (b) (a) Fig. 10 Illustration of the three successive steps in isolating internal dominant points: (a) medialness representation of (the interior of) a standing dog (top) and butterfly (bottom); (b) corresponding top-hat transform; and (c) internal dominant points illustrated as green dots together with the original object's pre-segmented boundary Fig. 11 Left: Illustration of a plateau in medialness response following a top-hat transform where no peak locus is isolated. Right: Response-value ψ after filtering the plateau the location of an external dominant point in medialness is initially relatively far away from the corresponding contour segment, a slight change in the boundary shape near the movable part (such as an arm movement) can considerably change the position of that associated dominant point (Fig. 12) . On the other hand, if a potential concavity point is located very close to the contour, it can easily be due to noise or small perturbations in the boundary reflecting a local maximum of curvature. Therefore, to be able to retrieve reliable external concave points, it is first required to provide an adapted definition of concavity as a significant shape feature. We define a point of local concavity if it falls under a threshold angular region, under the constraint of length of support which itself depends on the tolerance value ( ). The value of the threshold (θ ext ) is tunable but is always less than π, which permits to control the angular limit of the concave region. A point whose local concavity is larger than θ ext is considered a flat point. In our experiments we tuned the value of θ ext from 5π/6 to 8π/9. In association, we define an external circular region (of radius function of ) centered at each locus containing candidate external dominant points. Each such region may provide only one representative dominant point, where the dominance of a particular point is decided by the maximum containment of boundary points inside the associated annular gauge (of exterior medialness) and corresponds to (our definition of) the maximum length of support. Finally, we position the representative dominant point to be near the contour at a fixed distance outside the form. 8 
Interior convex points
Our final shape feature is a set of convex points, where an object's figure has sharp local internal bending and gives a signature of a blob-like part or significant internal curvature structure (i.e. a peak in curvature with large boundary support). The goal is to represent an entire protruding sub-structure using one or a few boundary points. Traditionally, such protrusions have a significant contribution in characterising a form's figure [6, 29, 43, 50] . The process of extraction of convex points is similar to the extraction of concave points, the main difference being the value of threshold angle (θ int ), where π < θ ≤ 2π . In our experiments we have found useful values to be in the range: 5π/4 to 4π/3 (Fig. 13) .
Convex and concave feature points are complementary to each others and have been used in the codon theory of shape description: a codon is delimited by a pair of negative The D * -function (for the figure/interior only) for a sequential set of frames of the movement of a cat. The maxima (black spots) of the function are good candidates as primitives for biological motion representation. Bottom: Our proposed shape representation in terms of dominant medial (in green) and contour (convex (red) and concave (blue)) points curvature extrema denoting concavities and an intermediate representative positive maximum of curvature denoting a convexity [43] . In our case we relate these two sets with the extremities of the traditional medial axis of H. Blum [8] : end points of interior branches correspond to center of positive extrema of curvature and end points of exterior branches are mapped to negative extrema of curvature of the boundary. The repositioning of these extrema near the boundary is alike the end points of the PISA (Process Inferring Symmetry Axis) representation of M. Leyton [31] .
Feature point set and articulation
Together, the three sets derived from medialness -Interior, Concave and Convex (Fig. 14) -form a rich description of shape which can be used to address the difficult problem of building a shape-based matching system as we will explore in the next section. Such a feature set is also useful to describe anatomic properties of biological forms.
Anatomically, an animal's articulated movement is dependent on joints at the point of connection between bone elements. Our experimental results indicate that a selection of feature points, combining the three sets in describing the articulate part (e.g. a limb) should permit to correctly track such movement, as such a feature set remains identifiable in most frames. Upon occlusions (which naturally occur when viewing movement from a typical standing fixed position) while a type of feature may temporarily disappear from a few frames (e.g. a concavity or convexity for a given limb), the remaining feature points can be identified and the motion tracking pursued, unless the shape is highly deformed [30] . For usual movements (e.g. walking or jogging), these feature points remain present and identifiable in most frames (of a typical video sequence) in association to an underlying set of bone junctions and hence can provide a practical signature for these articulated motions (Fig. 15 ). 9 
Shape matching
Our objective is to design a robust algorithm that will match dominant points (query to targets) in an efficient way, in both time (or equivalent numerical complexity) and accuracy. First, feature points are located from query and target images and kept with separate identities as members of the three types: internal, concave and convex. Internal points are used as the keypoints for evaluating scale, rotation and translation of the query image w.r.t. a target image. The next step is to improve the correctness of the matching algorithm. For this, concave points are used as additional information; if needed convex points are also considered in a third refinement pass. The following information is associated with the feature points : < X, Y, R, D >, where (X,Y) is the 2D location of a feature point p, R is the minimum radial distance of the point from the contour and D * is the medialness measurement. The test case (query Q) is represented as: Q= {Q I , Q E , Q c }, for internal (Q I ), concave (or external) (Q E ) and convex (Q C ) feature points; while the target image (T) is similarly represented as: T = {T I , T E , T C }. Each element of Q I is matched with each element of T I following four stages.
If an object is uniformly scaled by a factor β, we expect the distance between any two similar parts to be scaled by the same factor. In Fig. 16 , an example of scaling is shown for a butterfly object: consider the top-left (centered at C 1 with radius R 1 ) and bottom-left (centered at C 2 with radius R 2 ) parts of a butterfly (a) being scaled-down to corresponding disks: centre C 1 with radius R 1 and centre C 2 with radius R 2 part of the butterfly (b), then:
(a) (b) Fig. 16 Illustration of how scaling of an object is evaluated towards matching. Here (a) a butterfly form is used, to be matched with (b) a scaled-down version
Here, the scaling factor for butterfly (b) having a disc with radius R 2 w.r.t. butterfly (a)
having a disc with radius R 2 is β ≡
. Similarly, their respective distance vectors C 1 C 2 and C 1 C 2 get scaled by the same factor, i.e.:
Stage I is thus used to identify a scale (β) as well as identify the required translation of the query image by matching a dominant point. Stage II is a check on the scale β to make sure at least one more internal dominant point can be used in the matching process (if not, move to a different dominant point not yet considered). In stage III, the rotation of the query image (w.r.t. the target) is evaluated. Finally, stage IV modifies the Cartesian positions of each feature point of the query image by applying the evaluated scale, rotation and translation and we proceed to measure a matching performance value. Fig. 17 Illustration of the evaluation of scale (β). In the query image on the left, for a particular dominant point falling inside a red circle, two possible matching locations in the target image, are shown: cases I and II. In each case the circle's radius is dictated by the minimum distance to the contour (from medialness) and the scale (β) is given as the ratio of the minimum radial distances of target vs query For each pair of (q i , t j ), the scale (β) is evaluated as (Fig. 17) :
The scale (of query image w.r.t. target) for the matching pair (q i , t j ) is defined via two translations, one for each axial direction:
− − → q x t x = t x − q x and − − → q y t y = t y − q y , where q i = (q x , q y ) and t j = (t x , t y ).
Stage II: Now take the next element (q i+k ) from set Q I and match it again with each element (t j ) of set T I . For each pair of (q i+k , t j ) find the scale β . If the ratio of β over β is under the tolerance level β(±5 %), then goto stage III. Otherwise, repeat at another point and check the same tolerance criterion β and repeat if necessary until all the elements of Q I are counted. The value β (if it is under the tolerance level) ensures compatibility under scaling of the query image (with respect to a target) and helps in finding the matching location of the next internal dominant point to consider (red arrows in Fig. 18 ).
Stage III:
We define the orientation (α) of an image by the angle between a line joining two matched dominant points (as obtained from step I and II) and the positive (reference) x-axis. If (q i , q i+k ) are the matching dominant points in Q I and (t j , t j +l ) are matched dominant points in T I , then orientations α q and α t are defined as the angle between matching dominant points (Fig. 18) . The rotation (θ ) of the image Q is thus defined by the difference of orientations, i.e.: Consider M I , M E and M C as the sets of internally, externally (concave) and convex matching feature points. Intuitively, more shape discrimination is present in internal and external dominant points while convex points add details (end points of protruding parts delimited by external (concave) points). Hence we make use of the following heuristic: our matching metric is biased towards internal and external (concave) dominant points. We express the problem of finding a best matching location of Q in T as the maximization of the F-measure(Appendix A):
where |A| is the cardinality of set A. To handle the situations where many F-measures have same values, we then compute a percentage of matched convex points, F C , and maximize this value:
There is more than one way to combine the information from the three sets of feature points. Currently, we are using first the internal dominant points to reduce the number of targets to further consider for a potential match. Then we add external (concave) dominant points to further reduce the number of candidates, and finally use convex points only if we still have multiple candidates left. Note that we do not use yet in practice additional information implicitly available, such as "codon" structure, i.e. how pairs of concavities are associated with specific convex points [43] . This structural information would be useful for finer matching under articulated motions (of limbs). We are exploring this combined use of concave and convex points and how to relate it to associated internal dominant points (and object parts), and this work will be reported elsewhere. 
Experimental results and discussion
Our matching algorithm is hierarchical in its use of feature points (internal (medial hot spots) -> external (concave tips) -> internal (convex tips)) and has proven useful even with common body articulated movements, but as pointed out above, this could be refined by using more structural information. At this stage in our research program we have performed an extensive experiment on different heterogeneous databases containing biological forms (large animals, plants and insects) to verify the performance in efficiency and accuracy of our novel proposed method. 11 Four main types of datasets were used for this purpose: (i) Fig. 20 Top-10 results on some of the collected samples from our extended database (containing 8860 forms): for deer, horse and humanoid forms when using our F − measure as the basis for ranking. The leftmost image for each ranking results is the query, while the images on the top row are the target images matched at successive rank location from best to worst. The bottom row then shows the overlaying (in orange) of the query on the respective target image (after transformation) and their spatial differences (in grey). The top two series show tests for the invariance under scaling, rotation and translation. The third and fourth series show the behavior of matching using the F − measure in the presence of articulated movements animals taking a static posture and in movement, (ii) humans taking a static posture or in action (articulated movement), (iii) insects and (iv) plants (only leaf forms). Also, we performed some random re-scaling, rotating and translating for the verification of invariance under such transformations (Fig. 20) , and added a number of occlusions, by performing random cuts, to test the method's response beyond affine transforms. Furthermore, the robustness of the algorithm is also evaluated by applying a "structural noise" -introducing scalable random geometric deformations -which we designed by performing randomised morphological set operations on the segmented (binarised) objects. In our experiments we have defined three levels of such structural perturbations: small or less perturbed, medium and large or highly perturbed (examples in Fig. 19 ). We note that other methods relying on smooth continuous contours (such as methods based on the use of codons or curvature scalespace, as well as many of the traditional medial-axis methods) will have great difficulty in Fig. 21 Top-10 results on some of the samples from the Plant database (ImageCLEF-2013 [11] ) with shape perturbations using our F − measure as the basis for ranking. NB: The first match is always the desired target dealing with such deformations -which are to be expected in noisy image captures and under varying environmental conditions such as due to decay and erosion. 12 To construct different databases we used the standard MPEG-7 [27] , ImageCLEF-2013 [11] and Kimia (Brown University's) [46] datasets. Furthermore, we also initiated our own database where we selected different sequences of animals in motion (from videos). From these datasets, we have collected a total of 2215 samples belonging to Animals other than insects (650 samples, including Human, Horse, Rat, Cat, Panther, Turtle, Elephant, Bat, Deer, Dog, and Ray forms), Insects (410 samples, including Butterfly, Bug, Mosquito, Ant, and other miscellaneous insect forms), and Plant leaves (1155 samples, including Acercampestre, Aceropalus, Acerplatanoides, Acerpseudoplatanus, Acersaccharinum, Anemonehepatica, Ficuscarica, Hederahelix, Liquidambarstyraciflua, Liriodendrontulipifer, Populusalba specimens).
We note that we are limiting the sizes of our test databases as we require segmented binary forms (distinguishing figure from ground) to initiate our medialness transform (e.g. ImageCLEF includes circa 5000 plant images, among which only 1155 contain clearly distinguishable leaf forms). This is a limitation of our current approach, but we are working on extensions to grey-level and color images (as non-segmented inputs). Also, rather than focus on one type of biological forms, say butterflies, we decided to test and show the potential power of our approach for a number of very different biological forms, from plant leaves, to various species of insects to larger animals (including humans).
Furthermore, to check the robustness of our algorithm, we deformed each such sample at the previously indicated three levels of perturbation, thus bringing our total dataset count to 2215×4 = 8860. From this database, we took each sample as a different query, resulting in a total comparison set of 8860×8860 ≈78.5 million possible pairings, and exploited our First, in Fig. 20 we notice the ranking follows a gradual degradation in spatial overlays (of query and target), but where the first 10 forms are all of the right type (amongst the current DB of 8860 forms). We also notice a graceful degradation in ranking when dealing with articulated planar movements (of a human and horse figures).
Fig. 23
Top-10 results on some of the samples from the Insect database including structural perturbations when using our F − measure as the basis for ranking Second, in Fig. 21 we study the use of our current matching method on plant leaf queries and also obtain a graceful degradation in rankings with a similar behavior in spatial form overlaps. We note that our feature points can be used to support a higher level semantic description of leafs for better taxonomic characterisation [13] , in particular by permitting to identify: the apex, main lobes, and petiole using convex hot spots. The insertion point (where the petiole reaches the leaf) can be characterised by a codon: pair of bounding (significant) concavities together with the intermediate main convexity denoting the petiole). The apex and lobes extent and relative size can be obtained by finding their associated codon information (apex and lobes tips as convexities associated with nearby concavities). If teeth (at the border of a leaf) are detectable, with sufficient resolution in the input image, then we can select a related scale of analysis, i.e. setting the annular gauge with corresponding parameters (R, ), once the other previous main features have been identified (perhaps for a lower resolution input image). It would then be of interest to study the relation between the medial hot spots and main vein layout; the current approach in the literature is to directly process the textured input images to either segment out veins and then characterise their networks [39] or by directly extracting approximate feature points, e.g. using the Harris (corner) detector [37] . By simple visual inspection, some leafs with strong (well delimited) lobes and/or teeth (with clear associated convexity tips) may see their dominant veins well approximated by medial hot spots; but this is clearly not the case for many other leaf types with rather smooth outlines [26] .
Third, in Figs. 22, 23 and 24 we show some results with queries from insects forms. In Fig. 22 we study the use of our matching method on butterfly queries and again obtain a graceful degradation in rankings with a similar behavior in spatial form overlaps as for leaves and mammals. Note that the 3rd series indicated in that figure is for a butterfly with a 25 Result analysis (precision) on the different datasets containing originals of large animal, plant and insect images, using our proposed F − measure as the ranking metric large part cut away: we either get top retrievals for butterflies with similar cuts or complete butterflies which represent likely completed forms (including the correct original butterfly, before being cut, ranked no. 3). Good matches are also found for an artificially constructed case of fusing the cut form with another smaller insect (see also Fig. 24 ). Figure 23 gives more evidence for the quality of retrieved matches on other insect forms. Figure 24 illustrates a special case where we fabricated an artificial query by merging together two different insects with large cuts to their original form. The returned top matches are interesting as they include the original two individual insects with varying degrees of cuts.
In our experiments, the matching algorithm always finds the best fitting shape area for the query in the target image (Fig. 24) . For empirical analysis, we performed two individual comparisons: (a) precision obtained on different sets of data types (Fig. 25) , and (b) precision obtained at different perturbation levels (Fig. 26) . When the query image belongs to the original set, the retrieval rate at different ranks is very high, while the performance significantly decreases for high levels of perturbations. Note however that even under a large structural perturbation, a given form which may have lost some of its significant shape features (e.g. a limb) can still be matched with perceptually similar targets -as judged by a human observer and validated here as we know the ground truth. Fig. 26 Result analysis of the entire dataset for different levels of perturbations, using our F − measure as the ranking metric. NB: Many of the images are also randomly rotated, scaled and translated
Fig. 27
Comparative result analysis (precision) of the entire dataset at different ranking locations, using our shape descriptor with F − measure as the ranking metric w.r.t. SIFT [35] and SURF [4] . NB: Many of the images are also randomly rotated, scaled and translated Figure 27 shows a comparative result analysis by computing precision at different ranking locations with respect to two of the currently most popular image matching methods: SIFT [35] and SURF [4] . The image features used by these methods (such as edge or corner responses) prove not particularly good on their own at capturing the shape structure. As a consequence, their accuracy reduces drastically when there is a slight deformation, occlusion and/or perturbation in the same shape. On our test database, already from the 2nd ranked match, SIFT and SURF both show a rapid reduction in accuracy (to circa 10 %) in detecting a relevant target shape. While, on the other hand, our shape descriptor shows a slow fall in overall accuracy -from 85.7 % at 2nd rank to 57 % at 10th rank (Fig. 27) .
For each query image, the system returns a ranked sequence of images. By computing the Average Precision (AP) we can obtain an overall measure to compare results and methods. AP is defined in the Information Retrieval literature as the average of precision measurements evaluated at the position of each of the relevant documents in the ranked sequences [15] :
where r is the rank of the current image in the returned image set, N is the number of retrieved images, rel() is a binary function on the relevance of a given rank. 13 P (r) and I r are respectively the precision and the number of relevant images at the given cut-off rank. Furthermore, to test the performance of our system, we evaluated the Mean Average Precision (MAP) for a given set of queries:
Here, Q is the number of queries in the dataset. The obtained comparative MAP graph at different ranking locations on our dataset is shown in Fig. 28 . MAP values for our method Fig. 28 Result analysis of the entire dataset by evaluating Mean Average Precision (MAP) at different ranking locations, using our F -measure as the ranking metric with SIFT [36] and SURF [4] . NB: Many of the images are also randomly rotated, scaled, translated and perturbed stay well above the 50 % mark even for 10-th place in rankings, and decrease smoothly from 100 % for 1st place rankings. The SIFT and SURF methods on the other hand show poor MAP results with the values 11 % (SIFT) and 13 % (SURF) for 10th place in ranking. This is not entirely conclusive as our database remains limited in size; furthermore, in future investigations, especially once implementations are available, we plan to compare our method with other ones which specifically rely on explicit shape measures other that simple edges or corner loci, such as "shape contexts" and its relatives [5, 38, 56] , although most of these techniques typically are not adapted to deformations, articulations, structural perturbations, occlusions and cuts.
Conclusion
The strengths of our approach include: (1) emphasizing a representation of 2D shapes based on results from studies on human perception via robust medialness analysis; (2) introducing an algorithmic chain providing an implementation of this shape analysis tested on current reference 2D binary animal and plant databases; (3) mapping of the whole form into a small number of dominant feature points with associated shape significance (in terms of medialness, concavity, convexity); (4) achieving accuracy for top ranked matches (exactness) and with nice (observable) degradation properties for the following highest ranking results; (5) testing and demonstrating robustness under some levels of articulation and other structural (noise, cuts) perturbations. Our method also shows promising results for partbased matching tasks, in the context of occlusions, cuts and mixed object parts, as well as for shape reconstruction and compression, all important topics which will require further investigations.
The shape representation we have proposed to explore for the purpose of Information Retrieval (on objects present in images) is well rooted in established results from human visual perception (cognitive science [24, 25, 28, 43] ) and it also relates to the art of drawing and animation [30] . We are the first to propose and explore a possible algorithmic chain which implements the intuitive notion of "hot spots" first indicated by Kovács et al. [24, 25] . We have refined and extended this notion in a number of ways: (i) we have introduced orientation to the boundary in the computation of the medialness guage D * (3) which reduces the effect of nearby extraneous contours (halo effect); (ii) we have proposed an adaptive scheme to automatically set the tolerance (or annulus width ) in relation to an increasing disc minimum radius R p (5); (iii) we have extended the computation of medialness as proposed by Kovács et al. to regions exterior to an object, in particular to characterise significant concavities; (iv) we have added to the notion of "hot spots" of Kovács et al. significant concave and convex points at the tip ends of ridges of medialness.
The matching algorithm we have proposed represents a first step in exploiting this shape representation for its application in Information Retrieval problems for objects in images. In this paper we describe a simple method (a) based on invariance to affine transformations and (b) applied in a hierarchical manner by focusing first on interior dominant points, followed by concave and convex information. As our method is based on feature points it can naturally be extended to build information vectors in relation to each identified feature point, e.g. by considering the associated minimum radius, boundary orientation, curvature support, image intensity or color, local image texture. This sort of extension will be explored as we grow the databases upon which we can apply shape-based representations.
One area of extension to explore is to study how such a point-based representation built from medialness may be combined with other existing more traditional Point Pattern Matching (or PPM) techniques [51] . 14 This class of methods often rely on large samples of point distributions over grids as in morphometrics [9] , and the automatic selection of highly informative feature points as landmarks remains an active area of research [18, 22] . Also, rather than comparing our method only with readily available texture-based well-known methods, such as SIFT and SURF which are well suited to deal with large databases of images, we ought to also compare with more closely related methods such as the Inner Distance Shape Context method -one of the few other published method which is capable to explicitly deal with planar articulations [16] -and other recent related methods (e.g. [19, 45, 55] ); but notice that it is unclear how these other shape-based techniques scale with a database size (as they are often only tested on relatively small datasets of at most a few hundred targets). This will require accessing good implementations of such methods which remain a limitations when attempting a careful examination of pros and cons of various methods.
We emphasise that our motivation is inter-disciplinary: we wish to be able to address semantic gaps and mimic human performance, and this explains our exploitation of results from cognitive science in order to design a notion of feature points which relates explicitly to established models of the human perception of shape. The original perceptual model of medialness proposed by Kovács et al. was studied in the context of the articulated movement of biological forms (such as a running animal) [25] . Our results presented in this communication confirm the potential of this method when applied to the Information Retrieval problem in dealing with image sequences of articulated movement of animals, and is proving also powerful for static scenarios when accessing snapshots of either animals or plants. 14 An example of such a combination of methods to exploit their relative strengths has recently been proposed by Nanni et al. who use [38] : Shape Contexts, Inner Distance, Height Functions, Shapelets, traditional Curvature, Fast Radial Symmetry Transform, Local Phase Quantization, Histogram of Gradients, Wavelets. Shape descriptors (contour based) are compared using a Weighted Spectral Distance to measure dissimilarity, while image texture descriptors are compared using the Jeffrey divergence operator.
